MSP360 Powered
By Deep Instinct

The world's first End Point Prevention & Protection solution is now fully integrated with MSP360.

- Deep Learning Technology
- Centralized Management
- Simple Installation

FEATURES

Integration with MSP360 Products
Utilize Deep Instinct directly from the MSP360 web console with the click of a button, by either using the MSP360 Managed Backup or RMM solutions.

Enhanced Endpoint Protection and Prevention
Protect your endpoints from the most advanced ransomware, zero-day threats, fileless exploits or malware attacks.

Deep Learning Technology
Deep Instinct is a unique cybersecurity solution that leverages a deep learning-based technology framework that learns and dynamically improves over time.

Improved Threat Detection and Alerting
Deep Instinct has a 0.1% false positive rate which means operators receive fewer and more precise alerts to avoid alert fatigue and wasted effort.

Better Than Other EDR or XDR Solutions
Traditional endpoint protection mechanisms are not enough to deal with today's advanced cybersecurity threats. Implement a prevention first approach to quickly mitigate issues before they arise.

Deep Instinct + Backup
Deep Instinct + RMM
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